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Finding the virtual knock-limit
Engineering efficient gasoline engines is more
important than ever. However, using physical
testing alone to determine an engine's maximum
efficiency is expensive. Fortunately, simulating
knock phenomenon with CAE is more feasible than
ever. Read full  story

Airbus combines physical/virtual to ensure
accurate results
Rising system complexity and shortened
development cycles have led to the need for an
extension of the existing, classical test methods.
The Airbus High Lift Test Department is pursuing
virtual testing as an additional, equivalent test
means besides existing, established physical
means of compliance. Read full  story

SAE Career Center
In today's challenging market are you prepared for career opportunities? Has your career
path been stalled, detoured or derailed? Visit the SAE Career Center and get back on
track today! > Post your anonymous resume > Search Job Openings > Create Job Alerts
> and so much more. The SAE Career Center is the premier source connecting qualified
candidates with employers and recruiters in the mobility industry.

Modeling and simulating hydraulic circuits
Researchers address some aspects regarding the
modeling of a hydraulic circuit of a commercial
excavator. Read full  story
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Tesla Model S designers tackle drag head-
on with CFD
Simulation made it possible to quickly analyze
design iterations and optimize exterior surfaces
such as the Tesla Model S front, A-pillars, and
other design features critical for aerodynamics.
Read full  story

Putting a tighter spin on engine component
balancing
Vibration-induced shaking of a part wastes energy,
increases noise, boosts stresses on associated
components, and accelerates bearing wear.
Eventually, vibration can degrade an entire machine
and significantly raise maintenance and
replacement costs. Read full  story

Multibody dynamics aids in development of
customizable commercial vehicles
To leverage economies of scale, it is common
practice in the industry to share the same platform
for multiple vocations, and also adapt different
components such as suspension, frame
components, engine, cab, and other body
components. To accomplish this, one platform has
to be developed to have robustness for many
different applications, such as bus and/or utility
vehicles. Read full  story

Accelerating product design with SLM
Frank Popielas, Senior Manager of Advanced
Engineering in the Dana Power Technologies
Group and head of CAE for Dana, spoke with AEI
Assistant Editor Matthew Monaghan about Dana's
emphasis on innovation, supported by the right
engineering tools. Read full  story
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Webinars: Focus on Solutions to Streamline your Engineering Process
A series of free webinars will be presented by fatigue & durability experts including:
Distributed Analysis & HPC - Oct. 15; Powerful Processing of Measured Data - Nov. 5;
Accelerated Testing - Nov. 26; and Vibration of Rotating Machinery - Dec. 10

Free Industry Studies!
New Materials, the latest report in the Technology Insights for Mobility Industries Series,
is now available, in addition to Fuel Efficiency and Safety Systems reports. Get valuable
technical insight and career guidance—download them TODAY!

Test & Measurement Products & Services from SAE International®,
publisher of Automotive Engineering International®

Accelerated Test Methods for Ground and Aerospace Vehicle Development
Seminar
October 10-11, 2013 • Troy, Michigan, USA
Engineers and managers involved with product development are constantly
challenged to reduce time to market, minimize warranty costs, and increase
product quality. With less and less time for testing, the need for effective
accelerated test procedures has never been greater. Register today for this
seminar!

SAE 2013 Vehicle Energy Management and Advanced Powertrain Forum
October 21-23, 2013 • Dearborn, Michigan, USA
A three-symposia event

IVHM / Integrated Vehicle Health Management (Set)
This groundbreaking set addresses both basic and advanced concepts critical
for the understanding of IVHM, along with the commercial justification for the
adoption of a new modus operandi in asset health management, and its impact
on business strategy and technology.

Be an Auto Industry Leader...Engage with One - store.sae.org
Power is essential to the design of today's vehicles. For automotive engineers
and designers, there's also power in having the most current technical
information to solve problems, maintain compliance or ensure quality in your
company's products and processes.

Automotive Engineering Testing and Test Methods, 2013 SAE Technical Paper
Collection

SAE International • 400 Commonwealth Drive • Warrendale, PA 15096-0001 USA

Let the editors know what you think of this Technology eNewsletter by clicking here.

If you would like to stop receiving this Technology eNewsletter, click here.

For details on our commitment to your privacy, click here.

2013 SAE Test & Measurement eNewsletter schedule: January, March, May, July, September, November
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